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Sequence Learning via LSTM [Sutskever+ NIPS-14]

Deep Structured Semantic Model 
[Huang+ CIKM-13]
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Q: Who won the best actor Oscar in 1973?

S1: Jack Lemmon was awarded the Best Actor Oscar for Save the 

Tiger (1973).

S2: Academy award winner Kevin Spacey said that Jack Lemmon is 

remembered as always making time for others.



Q: Who won the best actor Oscar in 1973?

S: Jack Lemmon was awarded the Best Actor Oscar.

Can matching directly Q & S perform comparably?



ℎ

question sentence

What is the fastest car in the world?

The Jaguar XJ220 is the dearest, fastest and most sought after car on the planet.

ℎ

Example from [Harabagiu & Moldovan, 2001]
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– Need of high-level semantic representation and inference

Q: In what film is Gordon Gekko the main character?

S: He received a best actor Oscar in 1987 for this role as Gordon 

Gekko in “Wall Street”.



– Need of high-level semantic representation and inference

Q: In what film is Gordon Gekko the main character?

Knowledge 

Base



In what film is Gordon Gekko

the main character?

𝜆𝑥. character_in(gordon_gekko, 𝑥)

𝜆𝑥. character_portrayed_in_films(gordon_gekko, x)

Knowledge 

Base

semantic parsing

matchingquery

Wall Street

(1987 Film)



Padme Amidala

Costa Rican colon

political science

writer, lawyer

throat cancer
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Family Guy cast

Meg Griffinargmin

xy

inferential chain
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topic entity



Family Guy
s1

Meg Griffin
s2

ϕ 
s0

Family Guy
s1

Family Guy cast actor xy
s3

Family Guy writer start xy
s4

Family Guy genre x
s5



Family Guy cast actor xy

Family Guy cast actor xy

Meg Griffin

Family Guy xy
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Family Guy

• Semantic match (“Who first voiced Meg on 𝑒 ”, “cast-actor”)

• Single pattern/relation matching model: 49.6% F1 (vs. 52.5%) 

C-DSSM [Shen+14; Gao+14]



Question Answering via Semantic Enrichment 
[Sun+ WWW-15]
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James the Turtle was always getting in

trouble. Sometimes he'd reach into the freezer

and empty out all the food. Other times he'd

sled on the deck and get a splinter. His aunt

Jane tried as hard as she could to keep him out

of trouble, but he was sneaky and got into lots

of trouble behind her back.

One day, James thought he would go into

town and see what kind of trouble he could get

into. He went to the grocery store and pulled all

the pudding off the shelves and ate two jars.

Then he walked to the fast food restaurant and

ordered 15 bags of fries. He didn't pay, and

instead headed home.

His aunt was waiting for him in his room. She

told James that she loved him, but he would

have to start acting like a well-behaved turtle.

After about a month, and after getting into

lots of trouble, James finally made up his mind

to be a better turtle.

1) What is the name of the trouble making turtle?

A) Fries

B) Pudding

C) James

D) Jane

2) What did James pull off of the shelves in the grocery store?

A) pudding

B) fries

C) food

D) splinters

3) Where did James go after he went to the grocery store?

A) his deck

B) his freezer

C) a fast food restaurant

D) his room

4) What did James do after he ordered the fries?

A) went to the grocery store

B) went home without paying

C) ate them

D) made up his mind to be a better turtle



• Who founded AFL?

• Samuel Gompers, if by AFL you mean American Federation 
of Labor.

• No, I meant football.

• Lamar Hunt and Bud Adams are the co-founders of the 
American Football League.  AFL could also mean the Arena 
Football League.



• Arena football? That's interesting. How is it different from 
regular American football?

• It is played indoors on a smaller field than American football, 
resulting in a faster-paced and higher-scoring game.

• How many teams are there in this Arena Football League?

• 12.

[Wikipedia]

[Database]



• Any of them in the Pacific Northwest?

• Please define "Pacific Northwest".

• Washington and Oregon.

• Yes, Portland Thunder and Spokane Shock.






